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What is stellar helium content

MIST  

Y = YP +
ΔY
ΔZ

ZThe default helium to metal enrichment law:

What is the helium content in other stars?

Solar value in PARSEC: 
X= 0.7363, Y=0.2485, Z= 0.01524 
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Bragaglia et al., 2010a

He-rich
He-poor example in MW

Globular Clusters

Very similar metallicity, different He contents

He-rich population is hotter 

Usually associate with 
Na-richN-rich, 

 the 2nd pop of GC
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N-rich, compact z = 10.6 galaxy

 the 2nd pop of GCvery similar to 

massive (4–7.5 M⊙) AGBs

How to make such a N-rich galaxy?

D’Antona et al., 2023:

Two star bursts + rotating WR stars to 120M⊙Kobayashi et al., 2023:

Charbonnel et al., 2023: Super massive stars of ~10000 M⊙



What is stellar helium content
What is the helium enrichment 
What is the helium scatter

 at different metallicity?

example in high redshift
GN-z11

Senchyna, et al., 2023 Cameron, et al., 2023

N-rich, compact z = 10.6 galaxy
 the 2nd pop of GCvery similar to 

massive (4–7.5 M⊙) AGBsD’Antona et al., 2023:

Two star bursts + rotating WR stars to 120M⊙Kobayashi et al., 2023:

Charbonnel et al., 2023: Super massive stars of ~10000 M⊙How to make such a N-rich galaxy?

must be helium-rich
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He-rich stars:

hotter,

brighter,

evolve faster

Bragaglia et al., 2010b
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What is stellar helium content

What do stellar models say about He-rich?

He-rich stars:

0.8Msun

1Msun

hotter,

brighter,

evolve faster

Huge effect on chemical evolution in galaxy

(WHEN? HOW? WHICH stellar mass?)
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What do stellar models say about He-rich?

He-rich stars:

0.8Msun
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brighter,

evolve faster

Impact on IMF ?
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Impact on IMF determinations with star counting

                   He-enrichment 
Changes the M-L relation
Even a small

He-rich star has smaller mass at the same magnitude 

same IMF
Different magnitude function

If the He-rich population is not considered

one may end with more higher mass stars 

How to measure it ?



How to measure it

The splitting on sequences in CMD both of GC in Milky Way (e.g. Bedin et al., 2004; Villanova et al., 2007; 
Piotto et al., 2007; Milone et al., 2008; Di Criscienzo et al., 2010) and in Magellanic Cloud clusters; 

Brightness of the RGB bump (Bragaglia et al., 2010) 

Seismology result (Bragaglia et al., 2010) 

Direct He I measurement hot blue horizontal branch star (e.g. Villanova, Piotto & Gratton, 2009; 

Mucciarelli et al., 2014; Marino et al., 2014; Gratton et al., 2015), on giant stars (Dupree, Strader & Smith, 2011; 
Pasquini et al., 2011);

He
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Photosphere 
𝐸𝑃 > 20 eV;  𝑇eff > 10000K

CMD  
Indirect 

Long-term seismology data  
Indirect 
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10830Å triplet series: 


formed in the upper chromosphere.




How to measure it
He line at 10830Å 

For lower temperature stars

10830Å triplet series: 


formed in the upper chromosphere.


Solar atmosphere,  Avrett & Loeser 1992



How to measure it

Red Clump stars in open cluster:

Single stellar population, known age, known distance

Low mass loss, constant surface helium
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How to measure it
GIARNO-B & HARPS-N

GIARPS @ TNG:

NIR optical

Constrain stellar activity impact

We have 20 more clusters with !

Covering different locations in MW

The He-Ca(HK) slope

is an indicator of the He abundance 



How to measure it

GIARPS @ TNG:

Chinese Space Station Telescope

We have 20 more clusters with !

Covering different locations in MW

reaching g=27.5 mag 



Work frame

He line strength dispersion at each [Fe/H] 

Stellar models with respect to 
 the observation constraint

ΔY at different environements

SSP & GCE  
with He-rich stellar population

Atmosphere models  
with He enrichment

More accurate stellar abundances

IMF

He Summary


